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iHanWel is offering iLoseWeight Free
Published on 08/15/09
iHanWel today announced they are offering the weight tracking app, iLoseWeight for free
for the next 7 days. With the help of iLoseWeight users can document their data and view
the effects of diet and fitness exercises, which records weight, body mass index, fat, and
water relation. After finishing the iLoseWeight for free campaign, iHanWel will continue
to donate half of all proceeds to aid organizations in order to assist them in their
battle against child hunger around the globe.
Kirkel, Germany - iHanWel today announced they are offering the weight tracking app,
iLoseWeight for free for the next 7 days. With the help of iLoseWeight users can document
their data and view the effects of diet and fitness exercises, which records weight, body
mass index (BMI), fat, and water relation.
Simply by choosing a target weight and the user can then easily check his weight and BMI
with iLoseWeight's sophisticated graphic engine. Data protected is enabled with a
password, and users have the ability to back up their important data and restore it at any
time as well.
iLoseWeight is more or less the "Light Version" of iBody: Along with weight tracking iBody
also features blood pressure, blood values and fitness logging - not to mention a
sophisticated GPS tracking function for clocking and mapping your jogging or cycling
distances and routes. iBody was presented in New York with the Mobie Award 2009 as the
best App in the category "Healthcare and Fitness".
Minimum Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod touch 2.0 or later
After finishing the iLoseWeight for free campaign, iHanWel will continue to donate an
equal amount of half of all proceeds from the sale of its iLoseWeight application to aid
organizations in order to assist them in their battle against child hunger around the
globe. The campaign, which will run indefinitely, offers users of iLoseWeight the
opportunity to contribute to a good cause while getting in shape and improving their own
health.
iHanWel:
http://www.ihanwel.com/
iLoseWeight 1.6.2:
http://www.ihanwel.com/?page_id=324
Download iLoseWeight:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=308639184&mt=8
Screenshot:
http://www.ihanwel.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/ilw_engl_1.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.ihanwel.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/ilw_for_charity_icon-bigger1.png

Based in Kirkel, Germany, iHanWel is a privately held company founded in 2008 by software
development team Hanno Welsch and Karin Mueller. With a sole focus on the iPhone platform,
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iHanWel combines their unique skill-set with a passion for developing award-winning,
innovative applications in the fields of health, wellness, fitness and lifestyle for users
around the world. Copyright 2008-2009 iHanWel. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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